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                Turn up your immune

support all year long*
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                Our Unique blend of immune-focused ingredients
              

               
              

                
                  Take on your day with Airborne's unbeatable amount of vitamin c!^ Each daily serving has a unique immune-focused blend of different vitamins, minerals and herbs such as vitamins C, Zinc and Ginger! Available in a delicious gummy, easy-to-take
chewable or fizzy effervescent, Airborne has year-round immune support options for the entire family!*
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What makes Airborne standout?


Airborne offers a blast of immune support with its unique blend of vitamins and minerals. It also has a proprietary herbal blend which includes echinacea and ginger. Vitamin C works on a cellular level to help maintain proper functioning of immune cells. Antioxidants like Zinc help fight free radicals (the stuff that can harm cells). Airborne supplements offer a wide selection of products in varying forms and unique formulas, all designed to support your immune system and give you a daily dose of confidence.*
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#1 Immune Support Gummy



We are proud to be the #1 Immune support gummy, effervescent and chewable.1
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Easy to Take



Airborne comes in delicious gummies, fizzy effervescent  tablets, and grab&go chewables so it’s easy to get immune support at home and on the go!.
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Support for the Family



Made to taste great, everyone (including kids!) will love our delicious, easy-to-take immune support gummies.
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Immune-focused ingredients



An immune support formula for the whole family with vitamins, minerals & herbs like C,E, Selenium and Zinc.*



 



1Based on unit sales L52W through 6/10/2023.
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                We take immune support seriously
              

               
              

                
                  Airborne is proud to be the #1 Immune Support Gummy, Effervescent and Chewable1. When taken daily, Airborne
is a trusted, family go-to for year-round support!* Our unique, immune-focused blend supports your immune system 
with an unbeatable amount of vitamin C^, plus vitamins minerals & herbs like vitamin E, Selenium and Zinc.* Immune
support runs in our family, so we can support yours. Find what Airborne product is right for you today!



1Based on unit sales L52W through 6/10/2023. 
 ^Based on a format-to-format comparison among branded immune support supplements, NIELSEN L52W W/E 3/25/2023
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Product Questions/Comments 
 Email us at 
 ConsumerEngagement@reckitt.com Call : 1 (800) 526-6251
  
Monday - Friday
 8am to 4pm CST/ CDT
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            *These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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